Remote Access Operation (Ward Accessibility) - 4 December 2015

This map is only intended to display the wards accessible through remote access operation porter services. Based on the best information available at the time of publication, it does not address access issues related to factors other than the actual physical condition of the trail, itself. It does not reflect the political situation or address security issues.

The boundaries and names and the designations used on this map do not imply official endorsement or acceptance by the United Nations.

Ward No.
Trail head
River
VDC boundary
International Boundary
Primary Road
Secondary Road
Tertiary Road
VDC boundary
Ward boundary
Obstructed due to snowfall
Currently road accessible
Self Portering
Information unavailable
Requires substantial rehabilitation
Currently closed to transport
Requires minor rehabilitation
Open, proceed with caution

If you have updated remote access information concerning physical conditions of trails to contribute please contact the Logistics Cluster Information Management Officer in Kathmandu.

Additional information on access issues related to factors other than the actual physical condition of the trail, itself is available at the following websites:

- www.logcluster.org
- hq_im_rome@logcluster.org
- Assessments, UNHAS, ICIMOD
- © OpenStreetMap contributors

Please take care to verify the information before use.

Logistics Cluster cannot guarantee the accuracy or completeness of the information displayed and accepts no liability for reliance on the data.